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1. Introduction and Summary: While discussing the asymptotic properties 
of the maximum likelihood estimate based on independent and identically 
distributed chance observations, LeCam (1) has shown that the posterior 
density of the parameter converges in total variation to a normal density, 
almost surely with respect to the true distribution. The above result, 
which we shall refer to as Bernstein-von Mises theorem, has been extended 
to Markov-dependent random variables by G. Kallianpur and J. D. Borwanker 
(2). However, the results in both the papers mentioned above have been 
obtained under certain regularity conditions. It would be of interest 
to know what happens if some of the regularity conditions are not satisfied. 
In the present paper, we consider the case of independent identically 
distributed random variables whose range depends on parameters. 
Let x1 , ~, ... ,Xn be i.i.d. random variables with p.d.f. defined 
as follows: 
where 
( cp, e) 
f(x;cp,8) = h(x) H(cp,8) 
= 0 
cp<x<8, -co<cp<8<co 
otherwise, 
e 
h(x) ~ O is a locally integrable function and H(cp,e) = J h(x)dx, 
cp 
being two parameters. Let P be the product measure determined cp,0 
by f(x;cp,e). By P0 we shall mean P e , where (cp0 ,e0 ) is the Cf'o' o 
true parameter point. Let A be a prior probability measure on the 
(cp,e) space and F the posterior distribution, given A and 
n 
We show in Theorem 2.1 that F converges a.s. 
n 
to the degenerate distribution at (cp0 ,e0 ). Moreover, if l\. is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and f denotes the posterior n 
density, then we show that with probability P0 equal to one, fn converges 
in variation to the product of two exponential densities (Theorem 2.2). 
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2. Theorem 2.1: Let x1 , ~, ••• ,Xn be independent identically 
distributed random variables with p.d.f. f(x;~,8) as defined in 
Section 1. Set q, ::: min (x1 , ••. ,X ) and I = max (x1 , ••• ,X ) • Assume that n n n n 
(a} There exist open neighborhoods A(80), A(cp0 ) of 80 and cp0 , 
Let A 
(b} 
respectively such that H(f,8} is a strictly increasing function 
of 8 for 8 in A(80 } and a strictly decreasing function of 
~ for ~ in A(cpO). 
be a prior distribution on (~,t)-space such that 
J dA(cp,8) < co 
Hn (cp,8) 
for each n. 
( c} A ( ( cp0 - c < cp ~ ~o, e O ~ e < e O + s} } > o for each c > o. 
Define 
F (B) = F (B;x1 , ••• ,x) = n n n 
Then for every open set B 
(cp0 ,80 ) C B 
otherwise 
] = 1. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, l~t A(80 ) = (80-21, t0+21), 
A(cp0 ) = (cp0-2c, cp0+2c) and B = (f0-2c < cp < cp0+2c, e0-2c < e < e0+2s} 
for some fixed c > o. Note that (~d\) converges to (cp0 ,e0 ) a.s. P0 • 
This is so because P0 (e0- in> 1) = Hn(cp0 , 80-s)/Hn(cp0 ,t0 ) • o 
since H(cp,8) is a strictly increasing function of ·8. ,for 8 in A(80). 
Hence i • e 
n 0 in probability P0 • 
However, for each sequence 
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.... 
-
x = (x1 ,x2 , ••• ), !n(!) = max (x1 , ••• ,xn) 
of values bounded above by 80 a.s. (P0 ). 
* a.s. P0 • call this limit 8 (!). We have 
Since s,6 are arbitrary, it follows that 
is a nondecreasing sequence 
Hence lim 8 (!) exists 
n n 
e* = e 
0 
for all n, 
for n > N ( Q , 6) • 
a.s. A 
similar argument shows that ~n ~ ~O a.s. P0 . Hence for almost all 
(P0 ) _!, there exists an N1(!,s) such that 
(2.1) for n > N1(!,s). 
given x1 , ... ,xn. We know that 
n 
(2.2) L (cp,8;x) = 
n -
IT h(x. )/Hn( cp, e) 
i=l 1. 
Hence 
for cp :il!: ~ and 
n 
e ~ e. 
n 
for n > N1(.!,e). The expression is well defined because of condition (b). 
Let d = min (H(cp0 , 80+e), H(cp0-s, 80 )) . 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Let 6 = min (H(~0, 80+2e, H(~0-2c, 80)) - d. Note that 
6 > 0 because of assumption (a). 
Define Cd= {(cp,8): H(cp,8) = d}. 
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Because of the monotonicity property of H (strictly increasing in 8 
and strictly decreasing in cp) in B, Cd has the property that if 
(cpl ,el) (cp2,e2) are two points in Cd, then either cpl< cp2, 81 < 82 
or cpl > cp2' 81 > 82. Let D be the subset of B bounded by Cd 
and the lines cp = cpo and e = t 0 so that for all (cp,8) in D 
H(cp,8) < d. Moreover condition (b) implies that .A(n) > o. Now 
F (B) 
n 
F (D) 
n 
-
00 cpo-2s dA 00 cp dA 
J-e- ., J. . n + f e· 2 J n n 
n· -co H (~ 28) o+ 6 -co H (~ 28) -~--_..;_._a...i..,i.....-'o ___ ,.;;_ __ ....,.._ __ ~-- for n > N~,e) 
J M 
D Hn(cp,8) 
Choose an N(!,c,H,6) ~ N1 (!,s) . such that, for n > N, 
Then 
F (B) 
n 
< 
dn dn 
-------------+-----------(H(cpo-26, e0 )-o/2)nA(n) (H(cp0 , e0+2c)-o/2)n..A.(n) 
-+ 0., 
for n > N 
which proves the theorem. 
We need the following lennna for the proof of the next theorem 
(Bernstein-von Mises theorem). 
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Lemma 2.1: Let the conditions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied. In addition, 
let A be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
with probability density function A(cp,e)o Set 
where B is an open set containing (cp0 ,e0 ). 
If f (cp,8) denotes the posterior density then 
n 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
J.J-lfn(cp,i) - pn(cp,e)jdcpde s 2£c Aicp,e) dcpd8/J A£cp,e) dcpd& 
B H (cp,&) H (cp,8) 
which converges to zero a.s. P0 (by Theorem 2.1). 
We now prove the main resul½viz; the Bernstein-van Mises Theorem. 
Theorem 2.2: Let the conditions of Lennna 2.1 be satisfied. In addition, let 
the neighborhoods A(t0) and A(cp0 ) be. such that 
i) d ~ h(u) exists and is bounded (by, say, c1 ) for us A(80 ) and 
A(cpO). 
ii) o o dp A(cp,8) and a& A(cp,&) exist and are bounded (say, by c2 ), 
in A(cp0 ) X A(80 ). 
iii) o r~] d o [lli.i!)_] ocp r hf cpJ. an o8 -h{eJ- exist and are bounded (say, by c3), 
in A(cp0) X A(e0). 
Then 
where q (cp,&) 
n 
= n2h(cp)h(8) 
H2(~t) 
exp [- n(g>-cp) h(~) - n(e-e) h(8)]. 
H(i,t) 
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Proof: Since h is positive and continuous in A(cp0 ) and A(80), 
there exists an 11 such that {le-eol < 11}.S: A(eo), {fcp-q,of < 11)£A(cpo) 
and 
Moreover, since A is positive and continuous in A(~0);>(A(e0), 11 
can be chosen such that 
(2.6) sup IA(cp,i) - A(cp0 ,e0)l < 1e-eol<n and 
fcp-~0 l<n 
sup fH(cp,8) - H(~0,e0)1 < 1e-eof<n 
fcp-cp0 l<n 
(2.7) Let 
Let B = {cp0-e < cp < cp0+s, @0-e: < e < 80+e: ). Bf; A(cp0) .X A(t0 )., fot large CJ 
Because of Lenuna 2.1, it is enough to show that 
(2.8) 
where p is as defined in Lennna 2.1. 
n 
Henceforth we shall omit the subscript -n in writing ~n and 
From (2.1) and (2.2) we know that for n > N1(!,e) 
= }..,(cp,e) 
Hn(tp,8) 
Now 
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n 
.., 
and 
-
.... 
where 
(2.9) 
and 
-
(2.10) 
Therefore 
(2.11) 
-
e +e ~ ( ) J_O f Ans,t dsdt e +s ~ = JO J h(s)h(t) A(s,t) d dt 
e cp0-e H (s,t) 
- n s 
e ~0-s H (s,t) h(s)h(t) 
(where, in the above expressions, cp ~ z1 ~ cp, 
e ~ z2 ~ e, s ~ z3 ~ ~' e ~ z4 ~ t) 
l _ A(qJ,8) 
= ..... (n---1--)(-n--2-) Gn-2(~.~o-e, ij,eo+e) [h(~)h(8) + Rn] 
R 
n 
= 
= 
pn(cp,&) 
4 C 
= 
1 1 1 1 
---- + ·- ----
Hn(cpo-s,e) Hn(~0-s,80+s) H
0 (~,e0+e) 
c3. 
(n-l)(n-2) h(;) h(8) (1 + S] 
Gn_ 2(~,cp0-e, 8,80+c) Hn(~,8) 
n 
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where 
Now 
(2.12) 
s 
n 
= (ip-cp) -:e + (8-i) feJ 11.(z1 ,z2 ) - h(~)h(i) Rn 
A(~,i) + h(~) h(8) R 
n 
ff IPn(~,8) - qn(~,e)j d~d8 
8 +c ~ . 
= J J q (~,e) d~de + J_0 J IP (~,e) - q (~,e)I dcpd8, 
E n e i.'t'l -s n n 
n TQ 
where En is the complement of the set {cp0-s < ~ < ~' 8 < 8 < 80+s}. 
However 
(2.13) 
- -
- -n(80...s-8) h(8) 
= 1 - [ 1 - exp ( ~ _ } ] 
H(cp,8) 
-n(cp-cp0+e:) h(cp) (1 - exp fc------
H(~,8) 
-+ 0 as n -+ co • 
Thus, it is enough to show that the second integral on the right side 
of (2.12) goes to zero. We have 
(2.14) 
8+A/n ~ -
r J (n-1 )(n-2) h(8) h(~) _ ( e) drnr1e ~ ;, J - - - n 4n tp, T,.,. 
8 cp-A/n Gn_ 2(~,cp0-s, 8,&0+s) H (cp,8) 
+ J~o+s J~ (n-l)in-2)h(f1h(i) Sn :cpde 
t· ~0-s Gn_2 (cp,cp0-s, e,e0+s) H (cp,e) 
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.. . in-l){n-:) h('e) h~ie) dcpde 
Gn_ 2(cp~cp0-s, 8,80+e) H (cp,8) 
+ J ~o+e J~ ~n-l)(n-:) h(8) h£~) 
8+.A/n cp0-e - Gn_ 2(cp,cp0-s, 8,80+e) H (cp,8) 
dcpd8. 
The last integral 
(2.15) ~ 4 8o+e ~ (n-l)(n-2) h(8) h(~) h(p) h(8) h(~o)h(eo) J8+A/n J~0-c Gn_2(~.~0-e, 8,e0+s) Hn(~.e) dcpde 
4 n-2(- -) H _g,,8 _ 
by (2.5) 
by the definition of G and strict monotnicity of H. But 
Hn- 2(~,8+A/n) = Hn(~,8) [1 +(A/n)h(z5)]n 
Ah(8 ) 
~ Hn(~,8) [1 + 2nn ]n 
Hence, for large n and some constant a, (2ol5) is 
exp 
(2. 16) Similarly, the fifth integral can be shown to be less than 
exp 
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The second term on the right side of (2.14) 
by (2.6) • 
Similarly, the third term on the right side of (2.14) 
(2. 18) ~Ah(cpO) ~ exp [ ------ j 
3H(cp0 ,e0 ) 
by (2. 6). 
9A 9 can be chosen large enough to make expressions in (2.15) to 
(2.1~) < s. The fourth expression on the right side of (2.14) is 
(2.19) 
~ (2sc2 + 2sc2) + 9h(e0)h(cp0) s c3 
(1/~A(cp0,e0) -&!4)h(cp0)h(e0) s c3 
~ 8(4c2 + 9h(&0 )h(cp0 )c3)9c 
A(cp0,80) 
(by (2.5), (2.6)) 
(by (2.5), (2.7)). 
Lastly, by putting a= n('f)-cp), ~ = n(8-8), the first term on the 
right side of (2.14) is 
_ ,h_(~)h(8) exp [ -ah(~) - Sh(&)] dad~ 
H2 (~,e> H(~,e) 
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(2.20) 
Since a and ~ are both bounded, for large n, 
n log (H(~,8) + ! h(~) + ~ h(&) + O(~)] 
. a h(~) B h(8) (1 ). (- -) 
.-, n[ - ---- + - - + 0 - 2 ] + n log H cp 8 • 
- n -- n -- n ' H(~,8) H(~,e) 
Hence the expression in (2-20) 
(2.21) 
Now 
_. 1-0+0-0 
Hence (2.21) is equal to 
as n _. co. 
JA JA h(~)h(&) exp [ -aih(~) - ~h(8) l j(l .:!: s)(l + o(-nl) - 1j dad~ 0 0 H2 (~,§) H(~,8) 
(2.22) < 2S for n > N {say). 
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Thus by (2ol3), (2.15)to(2.19), (2.22) and Lemma 2ol, we get 
for n > N 
where k is a constant depending on ~0 ,e0 ~A and h. Since e can 
be chosen arbitrarily small, the theorem is proveno 
Corollar_y~ Let h(x) be bounded away from zero for all x and let 
the conditions of the theore.m hold for all ~ and 8 (~ < 8) instead 
of just the neighborhoods A(~0) and A(80) of ~O and 80 , 
respectively. Set a= n(~~) and ~ = n(e-8). If f (a,S) denotes 
n 
the posterior density of (a,S) given x1 , ..• ,Xn' then for every 
fixed ~ and ~ 
for O < ot < ~, 0 < S < ~. 
It may be mentioned here that the uniform distribution (h(x) = 1 
for ~ < x < &) is a special case of the situation discussed above. 
Actually the theorem would be applicable to truncated distributions 
(with only truncation points as parameters) for a suitable prior distri-
bution. The one dimensional cases (where e > 0 and ~ is known to 
be zero or -8) follow a similar pattern of proof except that 
replaced by the corresponding one dimensional density. 
My thanks are due to Professor G. Kallianpur for suggesting the 
problem and various other helpful suggestionso 
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